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ABSTRACT
The author completes Blažek’s extensive etymological analysis of the Indo-European word for ‘son’. The article focuses on the behavior of the word from the accentological and paradigmatic point of view in Balto-Slavic and separate Slavic languages.
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Introduction

Blažek (2008, 2010) dealt extensively with the etymology of the Indo-European word *suHnus. The purpose of my article is to track the historical journey of *suHnus from the accentological and morphological point of view from Balto-Slavic languages. The son’s travel was seemingly not comfortable.

1 Son in his accentual labyrinth

For the original accentual reconstruction, the Balto-Slavic and Old Indic forms are essential. Old Indic shows the final stress sūnús (EWA II, 741). The first problem connected with the Balto-Slavic word for ‘son’ is its accentual mobility.

Lithuanian sūnus belongs to the Lithuanian mobile paradigm AP3 where most cases are end-stressed apart from dative and accusative singular and nominative and accusative plural (sg.: sūnus, sūnaūs, sūnui, sūnus... pl: sūnūs, sūnų, sūnūms, sūnus... The forms in AP3 did not undergo de Saussure’s law in Lithuanian so the mobility
must have risen differently. However, Daukša’s Postilla has mostly barytonesis throughout the paradigm except for some doublets (KORTLANDT 2009, 89).¹

The Balto-Slavic form was reconstructed by Derksen (2008, 483) as *súʔnus if we construe the original laryngeal *H as the glottal stop.

Slavic languages with pitch-accent patterns show the falling intonation: S-Cr. sín–sínə, Sln. sín–sínə. The Proto-Slavic (PSl) form is reconstructed as a member of the accentual paradigm c (APc) with circumflex intonation on the initial syllable in some inflectional cases and stem/ending stress in other cases.

The Proto-Indo-European (PIE) form is reconstructed as end-stressed *suH-nús (DERKSEN 2008, 483).

Scholars believe that Proto-Indo-European stress, which was free and mobile, lost its mobility in Balto-Slavic outside the nominal flexion of the consonant stems and became mostly columnal. However, consonant stems were the further source of mobility spreading in vocalic stems (KORTLANDT 2009, 23).

The important fact concerning the word for ‘son’ is that it escaped Hirt’s Law in Balto-Slavic. The Hirt’s Law describes the relationship of the original root with a laryngeal and the stress: if the original root contained a laryngeal in the coda, the stress shifted leftwards from the neighboring syllable. The target syllable obtained acute, reflected in some forms of the accentual paradigm AP1 in Lithuanian and the immobile acute paradigm APa in Slavic. The original laryngeal root could have been a dominant morpheme in Balto-Slavic but recessive in Old Indic where stress remained at the stem syllable (see SUKAČ 2013, 136–158) for the detailed account of various explanations of Hirt’s Law). The typical examples are, e.g. PIE *dhuH-mós ‘smoke’, OInd. dhūmá, Lith. dūmai, S-Cr. dūm, Cz. dým, PSl. dýmę (APa); PIE *griH-yaH ‘mane’, OInd. grīvā ‘neck’, S-Cr. grīvā, Cz. hříva, PSl. *grīvā (APa). Thus *suH-nús behaves anomalously here because we should expect Lithuanian **sūnus (AP1), S-Cr. **sín, Cz. **syň and PSl. **šyrę (APa). Hirt’s Law would have caused the retraction of stress in the forms *suHnú- which would erase the original accentual mobility (KORTLANDT 2009, 88). So how to explain the unusual behavior of the Balto-Slavic “son”? We can adduce two solutions: the one by F. Kortlandt, another by J. Jasanoff.

According to Kortlandt (2009, 3, 43), one of the first Balto-Slavic accentual law called Pedersen’s Law caused that the ictus was retracted from stressed inner syllables in mobile paradigms of polysyllabic consonant stems followed by the analogical barytonesis in vocalic stems (acc. sg. súņy and subsequent oxytonesis (e.g. nom. sg. sūnūs, dat. pl. sūnûms, inst. sg. sūnumì or inst. pl. sūnumîs. The original accentuation was also preserved in the S-Cr. nom. sg. sín which later underwent Meillet’s Law.

¹ For reader’s sake I mostly do not quote the original Kortlandt’s papers which sometimes have different printed and internet versions (see www.kortlandt.nl). Some of them were even published several times with different pagination. Most of the important papers concerning Balto-Slavic accentology were published in Kortlandt (2009) without the original pagination. As this book of his selected papers is more accessible to the potential reader, I prefer to quote from it rather than from the original sources.
Meillet’s Law in Slavic is considered a kind of polarization pressure in mobile paradigms which would put the ictus in the root-accented forms as far from the end of the word as possible. The idea originally comes from Matasović (2008, 133). When we compare Lithuanian and Slavic stems of mobile paradigms, we observe that the Lithuanian stem can be acute, circumflex, or short. In Slavic, it is never acute, so mobilia do not have the acute. The word “son” is an example of a stem with Lithuanian acute forms, acc. sg. sūnų but with the Slavic circumflex stem, like S-Cr. nom. sg. sîn. As the root *suH- contains a laryngeal (which was probably glottal stop), the acute should be expected in Slavic. Because we find circumflex there, Kortlandt (1975, 11; 1983, 7) proposes the analogical elimination of laryngeals in barytone forms of mobile paradigms. The absence of laryngeal yields circumflex (as reflected in S-Cr. sîn). Therefore, the circumflex marks the lack of an original laryngeal in Slavic. On the other hand, the original presence of a laryngeal is reflected by acute intonation in Lithuanian forms. Chronologically, Meillet’s Law belongs to Early Proto-Slavic and did not operate in Baltic. So any comparison of Slavic, Baltic or Greek circumflexes do not make sense.

According to Kortlandt, the Balto-Slavic oxytonesis must have preceded Hirt’s Law, because it Lithuanian forms preserved it. So Hirt’s Law did not occur in trisyllabic case forms of the form *suHnu-.

The “standard” theory which Kortlandt developed and advocated since the late 1970s has changed. Kortlandt (2009, 105) rejected his earlier claims and proposes, that the final stress in the Lith. sūnūs appeared due to the generalization of final stress in the non-neuter nom. sg. forms, the Balto-Slavic barytonesis did not affect the acc. sg. form sūnų and there was no Balto-Slavic oxytonesis which would affect the inst. sg. sūnumi which might reflect the original final stress. It is the fundamental turning point from claims which Kortlandt has advocated for many years.

The recent book by Jasanoff (2017) continues with his involvement in Balto-Slavic accentology and his distinctive interpretation of Balto-Slavic mobility origin. Jasanoff’s conception was heavily criticized by Kortlandt. Apart from the discussions of general conceptions, the age-long clash mostly dissolves into the discussion of specific examples. Having refrained on the topic of the clash (for details see SUKAČ 2013, 129–131, 272–274), let’s see how the fate of the “son” is interpreted by Jasanoff. His theory of the Balto-Slavic mobility uses the Saussure–Pedersen’s Law (SPL; 2017, 122) which, in Jasanoff’s idiosyncratic interpretation, generates the left-marginal accent, and Proto-Vasiljev-Dolobko’s Law (PVDL; also Jasanoff’s own concept, see 2017, 128) which assigns a final accent to long forms in mobile paradigms. Jasanoff often contrasts the results of his theories with the theory of Balto-Slavic mobility problem by Olander (2009).

Concerning the Meillet’s Law, Jasanoff (2017, 49) seems to take Meillet’s Law as a simple four-part analogy and a phonological, rather than a morphological explanation.
As for the Hirt’s Law in Balto-Slavic, Jasanoff agrees that the PBS *suHnu- was already mobile before Hirt’s Law with the final accent in forms like nom. sg. *suHnús and left-marginal accent in forms like acc. sg. *sùHnun (Jasanoff 2017, 107). Hirt’s Law influenced the former form to *sùHnus. According to Jasanoff (Jasanoff 2017, 107) this caused the paradigm *suHnus being immobile with anomalous accentuations *súHnus versus *sùHnun which required analogical repair which created a new mobile paradigm with alternating left-marginal and final accent. So *sùHnun remained but the forms affected by Hirt’s Law analogically reverted to oxytonicity > suHnús. The SPL creates the form *suHnùs, and the PBS form is *sùnús giving the same form in Lithuanian (Jasanoff 2017, 133).

Other paradigmatic forms show a similar development. The genitive singular form is reconstructed from the PIE form *suHnéus > post-SPL *suHnèus > PBS *súnèus > Lith. sūnaũs (Jasanoff 2017, 133) On the background of his theory, Jasanoff can explain the development of more or less all the paradigmatic forms from PIE to Lithuanian and Proto-Slavic (Jasanoff 2017, 133–140).

However, apart from the fact that Jasanoff’s explanation of the development is too mechanical, some accentual patterns are even explained by analogy e.g., PIE loc. sg. *suHnéu > Lith. súnujě based on galvojě. To fit the theory, Jasanoff reconstructs even over-complicated forms like gen. pl. PIE suHnéuyHom undergoing the SPL *suHneuyHon and PVDL *suHnoYoHón and giving PBS *súnovṑn. However, this form is hardly expected to create the Lithuanian sūnų but can continue to the PSl *sy̑nЪ with a surprisingly reconstructed nasalized yer (Jasanoff 2017, 149; for the explanation of his nasalized yers see Jasanoff 2017, 152).

As we can see, the behavior of the “son” from the accentological point of view is by no means easy, and the debate concerning the Balto-Slavic accentual mobility problem still continues.

2 Son in the crooked mirrors of his own paradigm

Thanks to Olander (2015) we now have a very detailed overview of the development of the Proto-Slavic nominal paradigms (although Olander’s work mostly focuses on the development of endings). We can show the forms of “son” from PIE to Proto-Balto-Slavic (PBS), Lithuanian and Proto-Slavic (PSl) within the u-stem nominal paradigm: (adapted according to Olander 2015 and others with my remarks):

Nom. sg. PIE *suHnús > *súnus > PBS *súnus > Lith. súnúš (original form is preserved), PSl *sýŋЪ (in the Proto-Slavic the final vowel disappeared and short *u was reduced to *ę; circumflex is due to the Meillet’s Law).
Gen. sg. PIE *suHnéu̯s > *sūnéu̯s > PBS *sūnáu̯s (circumflex is analogical according to ā-stems, see OLANDER 2015, 128); PSI *sūnu (circumflex is due to the Meillet’s Law; the ending *-aũs > *-ous with further narrowing to *-us >*-u (for a different explanation see OLANDER 2015, 128). The PBS gen. sg. endings *-aũs, loc. sg. -*aũ and voc. sg. *-aũ are analogical (OLANDER 2015, 53) and are taken from the forms where short *e is backed to *a before *ũ, like PIE nom. pl. *-eũes > PBS *-ães > PSI *-aũe > -ove (OLANDER 2015, 52 with further references). This also counts for dative singular *-eũei giving PS -ovi. It means that every *-eũ changes to *aũ before any vowel (KORTLANDT 2009, 33, also OLANDER 2015, 53 contra older views).

Dat. sg. PIE *suHnéu̯ei > *sūnéu̯ei > PBS *sūn'éu̯ei (*-eũei > -ãei, OLANDER 2015, 148) > Lith. sūnui (with o-stem ending, acute appeared probably from PBS barytonesis); PSI *-õeũi > *syn'ovi.

Acc. sg. PIE *suHnum > *sūnum > PBS *sū'num (oxytonesis or Mobility Law in Olander’s conception, OLANDER 2015, 116) > Lith. *sũnų (barytonesis; *-um >ũ), PSI *sûnų ( circumflex is due to the Meillet’s Law; *-m >-o; *-u- >-ũ). 

Voc. sg. PIE *suHneũ > *sūneũ > PBS *sūn'au̯ (oxytonesis; the ending *-aũ is analogical (KORTLANDT 2009, 33; OLANDER 2015, 183) > Lith. sūnai; PSI *sûnu < *-aũ.

Loc. sg. PIE *suHnéu̯ > *sūnéu̯ > PBS *sūnàu̯ (oxytonesis, analogical ending (OLANDER 2015: 173); Lith. sūnujè (the form based on analogy with i-stems, OLANDER 2015, 173); PSl. *synù.

Inst. sg. PIE*suHnuh, > PBS *sū'numi (the original ending was replaced by *-umī from *-ubhī by substitution of *bī with *m (OLANDER 2015, 162); Lith. sūnumi (the instrumental singular marker *-mi was taken from consonantal stems with final acute intonation (OLANDER 2015, 159); PSl *synb̩m.y.

Nom. pl. PIE *suHnéu̯es > *sūnu̯es > PBS *sūnáu̯es; according to Olander’s conception of Mobility Law Olander (2015, 229) there should have been the accented ending. But the unaccentedness attested by Balto-Slavic languages can come from the o- and ā- stems). Alternatively, the Lithuanian form sūnūs reflects PBS barytonesis. The Lithuanian ending -ūs is probably the result of analogical influence from the acc. pl. (OLANDER 2015, 228–229 with further discussion); PSl *sûnove.

Gen. pl. PIE *suHneũom > *sūneũom > PBS *sūnáu̯am; Lith. sūnų. Olander (2015, 261) explains the Lithuanian ending from the PIE zero grade *-om > PBS *-ãam >-u with the substitution of *-om with *-õm from o-stems. Olander also thinks that the final accentuation is analogical. However, it might also have been the reflex of the PBS
oxytonesis. But PSl accentuation is reconstructed as *synъмъ (loss of final yer gives long <ó> in Old Czech: synôv). The ending continues from the original full grade.

Dat. pl. PIE *suHnubhjōs was replaced in PBS with *sūnumos > *sūnumas (see Olander 2015, 268–271) for the detailed discussion on the dative endings in PIE) > OLith. sūnūmas. In Lithuanian the apocope leads to sūnumas but accentuation is problematic. Kortlandt thinks that the final accentuation appeared due to the PBS oxytonesis, Olander does not explain it at all. The OLith. form seems to be a counterexample to oxytonesis. PSl. *sūnumā > *synъмα with probable final accentuation.

Acc. pl. PIE *suHnūms > *sūnūns > PBS *sū’nuns; Lith. sūnus. According to Olander, in Lithuanian the ending attracted the stress by de Saussure’s Law and was subsequently shortened by Leskien’s Law. The acute intonation should have arisen phonetically at the pre-stage of Lithuanian in word final structures ended in *-ns (Olander 2015, 245–246). Olander’s explanation is very problematic. First, he postulates the acute without any existence of laryngeal but on some unknown phonetic reasons; second, he does not explain the barytone form in the Lithuanian accusative plural. The Lithuanian accentuation could have appeared either by the early PBS barytonesis or (more probably) by Hirt’s Law. PSl. *sūnū > *sūny.

Loc. pl. PIE *suHnusu > *sūnusu > PBS *sūnu’su; Lith. sūnuosè. Olander (2015, 290–291) with regards to other authors considers the Lithuanian ending an analogical innovation according to o-stems. The accentuation on the ending is due to PBS oxytonesis. PSl. ending in *synъчъ̀ reflects the RUKI rule.

Inst. pl. PIE *suHnubhjāh was replaced in PBS with *sūnumā (the *bʰ/m substitution, see Olander 2015, 217 with further discussion). Lith. sūnumiš is probably influenced by i-stems with final oxytonesis. PSl. form is *synъмα with the probable final accentuation.

3 Two and more prodigal sons are not the same

The development of the “son” in the context of the fusion of o-stems and u-stems in different Slavic languages is very well-known and described elsewhere (e.g., Stieber 1971, 22–32; Townsend – Janda 1996, 148–156)). The reason for the fusion and mutual influence of o- and u-stems was mainly the rise of animacy and virility. There is no need to discuss all the range of paradigmatic cases. Let’s pick just one case and use a magnifying glass to show how it behaves.

The nominative plural marker *-ove continues to all Slavic languages, but its distribution is limited by the morphological and semantic factors (Stieber 1971,
South Slavic languages use the ending -ove/-eve mainly for marking plural of monosyllable masculines: Bulg. sin – sinove, S-Cr sin – sinovi, Slovene sin – sinovi (with -ovi developed from the fusion of -ove and i-stem marker -i). In the North Slavic the distribution of -ove is limited mostly to the animate masculines. However, the ending is also contaminated with other plural markers as in other Slavic languages or underwent sound changes.

The Russian synovjá appeared as the fusion of -ove and -ja ending of soft stems. In the Upper Sorbian the ending -ojo in synojo continues from the original -ove which weakened to -ovo > -ojo (STIEBER 1971, 18). The Slovak -ovia in synovia is the result of contamination of -ove with the collective *-ьja > *-ja (like bratia ‘brothers’). The original form synove occurs in the East Slovak territory (PAULINY 1990, 40). Old Polish has -owie: synowie from -ove due to the palatalization.

The Czech nom. pl. -ové contains long é which cannot be explained phonetically. Olander (2015, 229 under the influence of TRÁVNÍČEK 1935, 297) thinks that the long final vowel is taken from the i-stem. But it is not possible, because the original i-stem ending *-ьje develops to -ie in Old Czech with the further narrowing to -i. On the other hand, the masculine i-stems take the long é: hostie/hosté. Vážný (1963, 78) explains this long ending -é as the contamination of the original consonantal ending and the length from -ie. It is true that the long -é can be found in some Old Czech o-stems with the original *-telь or *-aninъ suffixes: kazatelé ‘priests’, přietelé ‘friends’, zeměné ‘yeomen’ but in Old Czech we do not find any plural marker with short -e in masculine consonantal stems. So where did the long -é in the ending come from?

Gebauer (1960, 49) sifted the evidence of the ending -ové in Old Czech and proposed that the long -é must be younger than the Czech é >i narrowing which took place from the 15th to 17th centuries (HMČ, 115). The é >i narrowing operated only in Czech and Central Moravian dialects and did not affect the standard language much. So the form synové must have escaped narrowing and must be of more recent origin.

However, Old Czech also had the ending -ovie: kusovie ‘pieces’, kamenovie ‘stones’ which puzzled Gebauer so much that his explanation of the origin of the Old Czech -ovie ranges from the alleged -ove/-ie contamination to some unknown dialectal influence or simply scribes’ errors (GEBAUER 1960, 49).

Focusing on the nominative plural form of “son”, the situation in dialects puzzles us more: the form synove (short e) is typical for Czech and Silesian dialects. The Moravian dialects have mostly syní. The ending -ové appears always as a doublet, probably due to the influence of Standard Czech mostly in the East Czech territory, in the Czech towns and secondarily in the former Sudetenland due to the post-WWII migration (ČJA 4, 155–156).

No convincing argument for the existence of -ové has been proposed so far.
Colophon

Prodigal (adj.) – from Lat. pró ‘forth’ + agere ‘drive’; indicates the quality of a person who, during some part of his life, drives forth his heritage. When the person reappears later, he is still recognizable but he looks different. Something new has happened to him.
That’s what the prodigal son does in our story.

12 things you need to know about the Prodigal Son.
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